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ABSTRACT 

 

The Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) have to ensure that electricity is supplied to 

customers according to voltage quality and power reliability requirements. The SAIDI 

(System Average Interruption Duration Index) is a performance index commonly used to 

measure reliability which expresses the average outage duration for each customer served.  

When an outage occurs on the distribution grid, remote controlled sectionalizers (RCS) are 

operated to enhance the restoration of power by sectionalizing the medium voltage (MV) 

grid before repairing the line. By analyzing data of outages, considering the frequency, the 

duration and the size of outages, statistical methods can be outlined to identify MV-lines 

where RCS investments may have significant improvements on reliability. To assess reliability 

improvements, RCS investment costs are compared to failure costs by setting an outage 

price through the cost of energy not served (ENS). 
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1. Frame of the study 

1.1. Introduction of ERDF 

Created in 2008, ERDF is a “Société Anonyme – S.A” (Aktiebolag – AB / Joint Stock 

Corporation – JSC), a subsidiary company 100% owned by EDF group with a board of 

directors and a supervisory board. ERDF is in charge of 95% of the distribution grid in France 

ensuring the operation and the maintenance of the largest distribution grid in Europe with 

1.2 million km of MV and LV lines and supplying more than 32 million of LV customers. [1] 

 
Figure 1.1 : Distribution grid structure 

The operation of the grid is leaded by 8 regions (DOR) which are responsible of their own 

level of performance and distribution businesses. These regions operate the distribution grid 

through regional operation agencies (ACR) for a total of 30 controls centers. Grid control as 

well as outage management is carried out by these ACR. These organizations cover a mesh 

of 100 “Centres” in metropolitan France. 

 
Figure 1.2 : “Centres” covered by the 8 Regions (DOR) 
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Figure 1.3 : “Centres” covered by the Regional Operation Agencies (ACR) 

The transport grid is operated at 400 kV / 225 kV / 90 kV and 63 kV and is a meshed system. 

The distribution grid is defined by the grid downstream of the primary substations with 

voltage under 50kV including MV lines and LV lines as well as electric substations. Even if the 

MV grid structure is meshed, MV lines are operated in the normal state as a radial system. 

Whereas LV lines are operated at 400 V (radial system), the MV grid is mainly operated at 

20kV or 15kV. If an outage occurs on a MV line, the grid is designed to be meshed thanks to 

switches in order to restore power to consumers from other MV feeders with power quality 

and voltage drop acceptable. The distribution grid has to ensure a certain level of voltage 

quality and power reliability to the customers. These requirements need each year 

significant investments in order to deal with an increasing number of power outages in the 

last previous years. Burying the distribution grid makes it possible to reduce significantly the 

frequency of outages occurring on MV-lines. A large program of ERDF intends to bury 

100 000 km of overhead lines by 2025. Nevertheless, such a program is very expensive and 

requires huge investments estimated to 2 M€ per MV feeder.  

1.2. Power reliability  

The main performance index used is the System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) 

which measures the average outage duration for each LV customer. ERDF uses an equivalent 

index called “Critère B” (B criterion). This index has been increasing since 2002 combined to 

an increase of the number of outages. [2] The rise of extraordinary climatic events and large-
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scale climatic events due to climate change highlights the vulnerability of the distribution 

grid to climatic hazards. For ERDF, outages are declared as exceptional outages: 

- If the event causing the outages is stated as a natural disaster  

- If the event causing the outages has a return period more than 20 years and if the 

outages have disconnected more than 100 000 customers  

The increase of the number of outages can also be explained by aging distribution grid 

issues. 

 

Enhancing the SAIDI involves large investments especially for burying all MV lines. The SAIDI 

can be improved with a better outage management during a power failure. The installation 

of sectionalizers (remote controlled or manual) can improve the quality of service and isolate 

the fault for persistent faults in order to quicken the work of linemen. The installation of 

such switches on MV lines makes it possible to restore power in a short time to most 

customers during an electric outage which enables to enhance the SAIDI with reduced 

investments.  

 
Figure 1.4 : Source to source main line with sectionalizers 

The customers between two RCS can be remotely isolated from the rest of the distribution 

grid thanks to their remote operation from the control center (ACR). 

 
Figure 1.5: Isolation of a MV line in grid bags 

 
Figure 1.6: Pole-mounted RCS 

 

The French distribution grid has different layouts depending on the type of lines (overhead 

or underground) and the density of customers with special structures for major cities. For 

overhead lines, one of the most used structures is the “Source to source” structure: main 

lines stand between two primary substations and may have secondary lines to remote 

MV/LV substations.  
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Figure 1.7 : MV grid structure for overhead lines 

For underground lines, RCS are incorporated into MV/LV substations. Doubly shunt 

structures layouts are very reliable but very expensive with two feeders for each MV/LV 

substation. Such structures exist in cities like Paris or Lyon. 

 
Figure 1.8 : MV grid for undeground lines 

 
Figure 1.9 : Doubly shunt MV grid 

 

1.3. Power restoration schemes after a failure 

In this study, only the outages exceeding 3 minutes and classified as not exceptional outages 

(extraordinary climatic events) are considered. The equivalent SAIDI is called “Critère B HIX 

(Hors Évènements Exceptionnels)” in the ERDF terminology.  Moreover, the scope of this 

work is on unexpected/unplanned outages of the MV grid. In most cases, faults occurring in 

the overhead MV grid are transient faults due to a short line-animal or tree-line contact. 

When a fault occurs on the MV grid, the breaker opens to protect the line. Autoreclosers try 

to reenergize the feeder with several programmed attempts in a very small period of time. If 
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the fault has not been cleared i.e. if the fault is persistent, the feeder is eventually 

disconnected.  

 
Figure 1.10 : Persistent fault occurrence on a feeder 

 
Figure 1.11 : Fault current flows upstream of the fault 

After the disconnection of the feeder, fault indicators installed on the line detect if a fault 

current flows through the conductor. Indicators located on RCS provide a remote indication 

and data are forwarded to the operator of the control center (ACR) for the localization of the 

fault. Fault indicators on manual sectionalizers can only provide a visual indication by lighting 

a LED at the location of the sectionalizer. Operators are assisted by a SCADA system 

dedicated to ERDF called “SIT-R” which is the driving IT-tool combined to a GIS (Geographical 

Information System). [3] 

Then, the sectionalizers are operated to isolate the fault and to restore power to most 

consumers before the repairing operation of linemen. RCS allocation is theoretically 

designed to isolate customers in equivalent grid bags. The ERDF policy plans a RCS allocation 

depending on the product P∙L of the feeder (power injected into the feeder∙length of the 

feeder). [4] This policy was drawn up more than 20 years ago and it is still used by local 

contractors to allocate RCS on a feeder.   

Fault current flows 

upstream of the fault 

Fault indicator 
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Figure 1.12 : Outage management and order of RCS operations (green: opening / red: closing) 

Outage management is crucial in order to restore power rapidly. Thanks to “SIT-R”, the 

operator can turn on and turn off the remote controlled sectionalizers to isolate the fault 

between two RCS within a few minutes. Remote fault incicators on RCS help them to choice 

the appropriate RCS which need to be switched on or off to restore power. Power is also 

restored for customers on the faulty feeder thanks to the operation of rescue RCS with 

electricity supply from close feeders: the system uses structural meshing abilities from other 

feeders. At the end of the operation of RCS,      is set. [5] 

Then, the operator sends linemen to switch the manual sectionalizers on the faulty feeder to 

isolate the grid fault within a small line section. This phase in the outage management is 

important because the operator must optimize the manual operation of linemen. The fault is 

not totally localized and major intervention points on the MV line are pointed out by the 

operator for a visual check on fault indicators in order to localize the fault and operate 

optimally the sectionalizers. Most customers are reconnected to the grid after the operation 

of manual switches. At the end of the operation of all switches,      is set and     
  

          . 

 
Figure 1.13 : Management of the operation of sectionalizers (left: operator in a control centre/right: lineman 

switching a sectionalizer) 

Operation of the RCS 
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Figure 1.14 : Outage management during the localization phase (green: opening / red: closing) 

 
Figure 1.15 : Reparation of the fault and total power restoration 

After the localization of the fault, linemen fix the line and power is restored on the whole 

line, this is the end of the outage.        is set when all customers are reconnected to the 

grid and                . Finally, switches are operated to get back into the normal 

state before the fault.  

Thanks to RCS, customers are reconnected to the grid in a short time which improves 

significantly the SAIDI. The feeders with many RCS may contribute to lowering the SAIDI 

compared to equivalent feeders with less RCS when an outage occurs. A simple model of the 

power restoration processes is displayed in the Figure 1.16. Each outage can be divided in 3 

phases inducing a relative contribution to the SAIDI in three areas: 

 RCS-only operation phase during                            (blue area) 

 Manual sectionalizer and RCS operation after the end of RCS-only operation phase 

during     
                       (red area) 

 Fixing phase during                           (green area) 

Fault clearance by 

linemen and total 

power restoration 
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Figure 1.16 : Model of power restoration processes 

With this simple model, an increase of the number of RCS would decrease      and so the 

SAIDI.  

1.4. Approach to the study 

The SAIDI (System Average Interruption Duration Index) is used to measure power reliability 

which is one of the main missions of ERDF. ERDF is facing challenges with the recent increase 

of outages in the past years as well as the increase of the SAIDI.    

The installation of a RCS is decided locally and specific simulations are performed to assess 

the effect of a RCS on the grid and the optimal location of this device. Such simulations are 

very long and data inputs of feeders must be manually filled out. Simulating the effect of one 

extra RCS on a feeder requires at each time a new complete simulation.  

ERDF headquarters must allocate grid investments regarding the requirements of each 

region and must control the investment programs proposed by the regions. New RCS 

allocation programs have been planned by the regions and ERDF headquarters need to 

assess independently and globally their plans. It is important to analyze equally all the 

regions using a designed national standard. 

Even if RCS are controlled and operated by the regions thanks to the IT-driving tool, a 

detailed account of existing RCS for each MV-feeder must be firstly computed. Each region 

has its own counting rules and it is decided to set standard rules at the national scale. Each 

MV feeder with its own features is associated to the data history of outages. By analyzing 
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the restoration processes during an outage, an assessment of the number of extra 

customers reconnected to the grid thanks to investments in new RCS is calculated. 

The aim of this study is to analyze the impact of RCS on power restoration processes where 

these devices are installed through a statistical analysis. A large reallocation of RCS on the 

MV grid could represent huge SAIDI gains. The present work aims to estimate the saved 

failure costs due to grid investments and particularly RCS investment programs for ERDF 

through the ENS value with a statistical analysis. 

A new strategy about the allocation of RCS on the MV grid is a subject which has been 

initiated by Jean MARTINON and Thibaut WAGNER in 2009 - 2010 for ERDF. This study was 

presented as a Master thesis project by Thibaut Wagner at KTH: “Impact of remote 

controlled switches on distribution grid recovering processes”. This work has raised 

awareness about the areas of control centers (ACR) where a new RCS installation policy 

could have significant effects on the SAIDI. 

The present study analyzes the power restoration processes of the grid considering the 

features of the faulty line and underscores feeder per feeder the impact of the allocation of 

new RCS. Through different scenarios, a technical and economic study proposes new 

investments in sectionalizers feeder per feeder. 

The first part of this paper describes the detailed grid analysis performed thanks to a Python 

script which gets back useful data of feeders (number of customers, length of feeders, type 

of line and location of RCS on the MV grid) through an algorithm computing the exact 

number of existing RCS for each feeder. Then, these data are compared to the restoration 

processes of power outages: history of disconnected customers, outage frequency and 

outage management history. Finally, the statistical correlation between the number of RCS 

per feeder and the mean rate of power reconnection during the localization time makes it 

possible to propose to install new RCS by assessing the maximum profit in terms of ENS 

compared to investment costs.  
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2. MV grid analysis 

The “ETARESO” interface is a data-gathering system of the real-time IT tool “SIT-R”, which 

archives the performance and the reliability of the power grid through the history of the 

operation of sectionalizers. Information is kept in MySQL servers, one in each control center 

(ACR); information is stored at a regional scale. Calculations and queries can be performed 

through phpMyAdmin to do specific analysis. [6] 

The MV-grid can be divided into meshes. By analyzing all the feeders of a “Centre” or an 

“ACR”, results can be computed for the area under consideration: an equivalent feeder 

represents the features of the grid on this area. The meshes which can be used are: DOR, 

ACR, Centre, UE, Substation, Feeder. Therefore, it is possible to reconstitute the whole 

distribution grid and make general analysis. 

Thanks to a Python script, the MV grid structure is analyzed by gathering all information 

about feeders through SQL queries on “ETARESO”. Feeders with at least 30 LV customers 

and one MV/LV substation are only regarded in this study. 

An algorithm computes the number of RCS by feeder (RCS nodes with at least one Remote 

Controlled direction [RC direction]) taking into account the connections between feeders by 

rescue RCS node. The difference of local RCS accounting methods is mainly based on 

interface issues between feeders. Standard rules are applied for all databases in order to 

have homogenous results for all ACR. If it is easy to compute the number of directions 

(switches), accounting RCS nodes at the border of feeders requires specific calculations. The 

computation of this figure is the basis of the study: assessing the actual allocation of RCS per 

feeder to make global analysis of mean feeders for big meshes such as DOR.  

2.1. RCS counting method 

The fundamental RCS counting rules are: 

 A RC direction located at the border between two feeders counts for one half RC 

direction for each feeder and is considered as a rescue RC direction 

 

 A RCS node located at the border of X feeders counts for 1/X for each feeder 

 

 If the number of RC directions normally closed for a RCS node is not null, this node 

accounts for a “Real” RCS node having a real role in sectionalization 

 

 If the number of RC directions normally opened for a RCS node is not null, this node 

accounts for a “Pseudo” RCS node having a rescuing role 
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Figure 2.1: Feeders of the ANTIBES substation [1] 

2.2. Case study of the feeders of the substation “ANTIBES”  

By analyzing the feeder “MONCEAU” of the substation “ANTIBES”: 

For the RCS nodes located on the feeder “MONCEAU”: 4 RCS nodes: 

 OPEN : 1 RC direction 

 OREE DU CAP : 3 RC directions 

 MAGALI : 3 RC directions including one rescue RC direction  

 HOTEL DU CAP : 3 RC directions including two rescue RC direction 

Some nodes of the feeder “MONCEAU” are connected to other feeders: 

 MAGALI (shared with the feeder “ORANGE”)  

 0,5 RCS on MONCEAU 

 2 + 0,5 (shared with the feeder “ORANGE”) = 2,5 RC directions including 0,5 rescue RC 

direction on MONCEAU 

 HOTEL DU CAP (shared with the feeders “ORANGE” and “GOLF JUAN”)  

 0,33 RCS on MONCEAU 

 1 + 0,5 (shared with the feeder “ORANGE”) + 0,5 (shared with the feeder “GOLF JUAN”) = 2 RC 

directions including 0,5 + 0,5 = 1 rescue RC direction on “MONCEAU” 

Some nodes of other feeders are connected to the feeder “MONCEAU”: 

 DIDEROT (on the feeder “FLORIDA”) accounting for the feeder MONCEAU and the 

feeder EIR7  

 0,33 RCS on MONCEAU 

 0,5 (shared with the feeder “MONCEAU”) RC direction including 0,5 rescue RC direction 

on “MONCEAU” 
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By summing up these results for the feeder “MONCEAU”: 

Node                              

OPEN 1 1 0 1 0 

OREE DU CAP 1 3 0 1 0 

MAGALI 0,5 2,5 0,5 1 0,5 

HOTEL DU CAP 0,33 2 1 1 0.33 

DIDEROT 0,33 0,5 0,5 0 0.33 

MONCEAU 3,166 9 2 4 1.17 

Table 2.1: RCS counting for the feeder “MONCEAU” 

 
Figure 2.2: Feeders of the ANTIB substation [2] 

An analysis file displays for each feeder the number of RCS, the number of customers 

connected to this feeder and the length of the feeder.  

For the feeders “JARDINS” and “LIERRE” of the primary substation ANTIBES: 

Nœud                              

ANT. JARDINS 0,5 3,5 0,5 1 0,5 

AZURVILLE 1 3 0 1 0 

PAROUQUINE 0,5 0,5 0,5 0 0,5 

ETANG 0,5 0,5 0,5 0 0,5 

NELAND 0,5 0,5 0,5 0 0,5 

MARINELAND 0,5 1,5 0,5 1 0,5 

JARDINS 3,5 9,5 2,5 3 2,5 

Table 2.2 : RCS counting for the feeder “JARDINS” 

Nœud                              

LAS PALMAS 1 3 0 1 0 

MAJUNGA 0,5 2,5 0,5 1 0,5 

PAROUQUINE 0,5 2,5 0,5 1 0,5 

MARINELAND 0,5 0,5 0,5 0 0,5 

LIERRE 2,5 8,5 1,5 3 1,5 

Table 2.3 : RCS counting for the feeder “LIERRE” 
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2.3. Results for the substation “ANTIBES” 

An Excel file displays the features of feeders: 

DOR ACR CENTRE UE SUBST. FEEDER                                     
MED Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB JARDINS 3324 3.5 9.5 2.5 3 2.5 14.97 

MED Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB MONCEAU 4048 3.17 9 2 4 1.17 13.40 

MED Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB LIERRE 3866 2.5 8.5 1.5 3 1.5 10.66 

MED Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB BRAGUE 1719 1.5 1.5 0.5 1 0.5 4.45 

MED Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB ORANGE 2051 3.83 5 3 0.83 1 19.69 

Table 2.4 : Features of 5 feeders of the substation “ANTIB” 

Customers located between two RC directions of sectionalizers can be isolated in grid bags.  

It is assumed that the theoretical grid bag number is defined by: 

                    (1) 

This number does not take into account the size of a grid bag: one can be isolated to one 

MV/LV substation and one can cover the integrality of a feeder. The concept of grid bags is 

relevant because it can be used to assess how many sections RCS can isolate per feeder and 

the impact of an extra grid bag on power reliability. However, the variance of the size of a 

grid bag and the assessment of the cost of a grid bag does not make it possible to use this 

concept in a technical and economic approach. [Work of Thibaut WAGNER] 

2.4. Features of the feeders displayed in meshes – MV structure 

The features of the feeders can be displayed through the following arborescence (DOR, ACR, 

Centre, UE, Substation, Feeder):  

 
                                           

ACL 2515 2555373 7839.42 10747 2987 10275 84085 5885 2797.42 

Blois 613 636911 1952.33 2529 740 2402 21337 1473 693.33 
Chartres 578 605717 1597.17 2941 717 2802 17650 1300 647.17 

BOURGES 182 163421 481.00 999 197 984 6344 426 169.00 
CHARTRES 142 127669 387.00 563.5 163.5 542 4390 292 147.00 

UE 132 52 48804 123.17 203 59 196 1137 96 52.17 
UE 133 31 26533 77.33 120 35 116 820 60 30.33 

ARPEN 9 9603 21.25 41 10 40 180 20 8.25 
DREUX 2 2488 10.75 13 4 11 105 7 3.75 

LOUVILLI 1 1152 6.75 7 4 4 64 3 3.75 
MONTREUI 1 1336 4.00 6 0 7 41 4 0.00 

ERDF 22373 30155300 56658.70 96374 24538 94209 559486 45743 21586.70 

Table 2.5 : Cumulative features for the considered meshes 

The amount of results is huge and cannot be analyzed using cumulative values, it is useful to 

use meshes by grouping feeders at different scales: (DOR, ACR, Centre, UE, Substation). In 

this study, equivalent feeders are constituted to have a good idea of the grid structure and 

the grid reliability. This part of this study lists the inventory of the MV grid and this work is 

very useful for DORs which have the aim to assess the location and the role of the installed 

RCS nodes (“Sectionalizer role” and “Rescue role” respectively accounting for       

and        ). 
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By computing equivalent feeders for each DOR, grid features can be summarized: 

DOR                               

ACL 1016 3.12 4.09 33.4 2.34 1.11 

EST 1286 2.58 4.23 23.8 2.14 0.92 

IDF 1643 1.45 3.77 10.6 1.26 0.65 

MED 1684 2.39 4.34 18.7 2.06 0.90 

MMN 1371 2.35 4.00 23.5 1.93 0.92 

OUEST 1228 2.74 4.28 30.0 2.15 1.05 

RAB 1367 2.59 4.51 23.6 2.14 1.06 

SO 1220 2.89 4.38 33.5 2.25 1.04 

ERDF 1348 2.53 4.21 25.0 2.04 0.96 

Table 2.6 : Mean features of a feeder for the regions (DOR) 

2.5. MV grid mean features of the feeders for each “Centre” 

Thanks to GIS Quantum, results can be displayed using maps. For each Centre, main features 

are represented with various color scales. 

The specification of the type of the RCS node is useful for regional operators for a specific 

inventory. Nevertheless,      remains the main index in terms of automation in this study. 

Compared to       the       and         figures are computed thanks to different 

counting methods and so, are considered as not relevant in a technical and economic 

optimization. 

 
Figure 2.3 : Mean RCS number per feeder 
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Figure 2.4 : Mean RCS nodes having a “Sectionalizer role” / “Rescue role” per feeder 

Assuming that each LV customer has the same average power, le P∙L product is 

approximated by: 

            (2) 

The P∙L product is commonly used by ERDF to design the MV grid for the RCS allocation per 

feeder. 

 

Sectionalizer  

role Rescue role 
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Figure 2.5 : Customers, length, P∙L product per feeder 

2.6. Correlation between the MV grid features 

By using an equivalent feeder based on RCS number,        mean features of the feeders 

having the same number of RCS are computed (length, number of customers, P∙L product). It 

is relevant to search for correlations between the main features to figure out if the actual 

RCS allocation matches the ERDF policy concerning feeders. Therefore, a regression analysis 

is performed.  

The analyzed features are the number of customers, the length per feeder and the P∙L 

product. To perform a regression analysis, the method of least squares is used. Curve fitting 

is computed through a cumulative Weibull distribution function with two parameters and 

other two extra parameters for amplitude and shifting [7]. It is trivial that the distribution 

has a non-constant variance. 

Some measurements of the mean features have different variances and correspond to a few 

feeders or many feeders. The residual dispersion is not homogenous. Therefore, 

heteroscedasticity is assumed. Moreover, it is assumed that the error of measurements have 

a normal distribution. It aims at finding the objective function parameters minimizing the 

gap between the model and the data.  
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The following equation is a chi-square distribution: 

                            
   

 
           

  

  

   

        

                              

                       
              

                         

                          

                               

                          

The weight of the     measurement is defined in this work by: 

   
           

  
                      

                        

Finding the            parameters minimizing       by setting the gradient to zero (W is a 

diagonal matrix of data weights): 

        
        

   

 

   

                      

It is a non-linear least squares problem; a numerical and iterative algorithm can solve this 

optimization problem until the convergence of the solution: 

     
      

                  

At each iteration, the model function is linearized around    thanks to an approximation of a 

first order Taylor series expansion: 

              
                      

       
  

   
    

 

 

By using (3.5) in the gradient equations (3.4) for the     iteration: 

           

 

   

              

 

   

                                 
     

The p normal equations are: 

                   

 

   

          

 

   

 

   

                

 In matrix notation:                      
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                    (6) 

Thanks to the Gauss-Newton algorithm,    is computed for each iteration. 

            

To protect the algorithm against divergence, shift cutting may be used: 

                               

The factor m is calculated through a line search minimizing              

This algorithm computes new values for   until the convergence or exceeding 100 iterations: 

 
  

 
                 

To assess the goodness of fit in the regression analysis, some indicators are computed:  

               

 

                             

                

 

                              

               

 

            
 

 
   

 

   

                                   

   
   

   
   

   

   
                               

An adjusted coefficient of determination can be computed: 

       
   

     
                                             

The F-test is used for an analysis of variance to know if the regression model fits the data. 

                                                                                

  
                  

                    
 

   
 
   

     

 

  

 

    

     

          

In order to assess the weight of data, a graph of the number of feeders versus the number of 

RCS is displayed. 

In the following graphs, only data pairs corresponding to more than 25 feeders are displayed 

for a better visualization of data.                              
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Figure 2.6 : Weight of data considering the number of feeders 

This graph shows that most feeders have a simple grid structure with a natural number of 

RCS or a half-integer number of RCS. The local contracting owners of ERDF design simple grid 

structure and allocate RCS regarding specific rules.  

 
 Fitting function p        F 

Length                   
  

 
    

 
    

  4 0.9744 0.9722 437.4 

Figure 2.7 : Fitting model for the length of MV feeders 

It is coherent that longer feeders have normally more RCS: the RCS allocation is quite 

correlated with the length of feeders. 
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 Fitting function p        F 

Customers                
  

 
   

 
    

  4 0.8654 0.8537 73.95 

Figure 2.8 : Fitting model for the number of customers per feeder 

However, there is no correlation between the number of customers per feeder and     . 

The sectionalizers on the grid have not been installed according the density of LV customers. 

 
 Fitting function p        F 

P∙L product                      
  

 
    

 
    

  4 0.9965 0.9962 3287 

Figure 2.9 : Fitting model for the P∙L product of MV feeders 
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There is a large correlation between the P∙L product and      which means that the actual 

RCS allocation policy is quite honored. It is the main rule regarding RCS allocation. For each 

MV feeder the P∙L product is calculated and the contractor designs the grid with a RCS 

allocation depending on the P∙L product. Location of RCS is decided thanks to simulations 

performed by the contractor. 

 
Figure 2.10 : Data weight for the correlation between the P∙L product and       

The allocation of new RCS is decided according to the SAIDI and the associated gain in terms 

of ENS which are indices of the reliability of the MV grid.  

To estimate the impact of new RCS on these indices, a power reliability analysis based on 

power restoration processes has to be performed to assess the effects of RCS on recovering 

processes.   
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3. Distribution grid power restoration processes analysis 

3.1. Power reliability of feeders 

To assess the power reliability of feeders, an analysis of the outages occurring in the MV grid 

is performed. Information about persistent faults is gathered into outage forms called BIE. 

These forms identify the operations of outage management. The operation of sectionalizers 

and switches are listed with the different power restoration phases as well as the number of 

customers disconnected during the outage. These BIE are extracted and analyzed thanks to 

the regional servers “ETARESO” [8]. The location of the incident is referenced through the 

feeder of the faulty line section. 

This part of this work aims at estimating the efficiency of power restoration processes of 

outages. It is relevant to bring out the three phases of an outage as well as the number of 

customers disconnected.  Then, this statistical analysis is compared to the RCS allocation per 

feeder. 

Thanks to a Python script, outages occurring on valid feeders are get back. To analyze power 

restoration processes, useful indices are computed: 

 Time scale: time of different power restoration phases                 

 Relative contribution to the SAIDI (“Critère B”) of phases:                

 Disconnected customers during the outage:       with:  

T = [    ,    ,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,8,10,12,14,20,30,40,50,70,90,120,150,180,250,300,360,420,500] 

3.2. Results for the substation “ANTIBES” 

With these data and the features of feeders, information about outages is displayed in an 

Excel file.  

3.3. Power restoration features of feeders displayed in meshes 

Outage values are displayed in meshes through (DOR, ACR, Centre, UE, Substation, Feeder). 

Outage management is erratic; faults occurring on a single feeder may be cleared quite 

differently depending on many factors such as time of occurrence (day/night), climatic 

events (rain, snow…), responsiveness of the regional operator or importance of the failure. 

 Each outage is unique and power restoration processes applied to clear the fault are all 

different. Drawing up an equivalent mean outage makes it possible to smooth erratic outage 

management. The scope of this study is limited to outage forms (BIE) having       

ACR CENTRE UE SUBST. FEEDER                                                                          

Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB RD POINT 1.52 46.50 46.50 4377 79100 83477 2089 0 2975 2089 0 0 0 

Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB JARDINS 1.53 77.85 88.30 5097 57430 64554 1008 194 3324 1008 1008 254 0 

Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB RD POINT 1.93 53.92 74.28 5752 87092 93597 2089 37 2975 2089 992 37 0 

Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB ORANGE 2.12 54.83 67.27 4341 12436 17224 441 36 2051 441 36 0 0 

Table 3.1: Power restoration features of four BIE of the substation « ANTIB » 
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  ,                ,        and with          thanks to SQL queries included in the 

Python script [9]. 

Then, the mean number of disconnected customers during the whole localization phase is 

computed. The vagueness of data on      with a quite short time compared to the whole 

outage time      (                         implies a large volatility on     . 

     is not well defined in the regional databases and many customers are reconnected to 

the grid around this value.       is assumed to be more reliable                Therefore, 

a time scale must be found to assess the effects of new RCS on power restoration with less 

data dispersion. The mean number of disconnected customers during the localization phase 

including the phase of the operation of RCS is computed: 

 

      
 

    
        
    

 

 
          

    
   
                 

    
        

This value represents the effects of sectionalizers during the whole localization time. The 

chosen index of power restoration abilities is      .  

 

 
Figure 3.1 : Realistic outage management 
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Outages features are computed by using an equivalent feeder for the considered meshes: 

  

 
         

                  
ACL 5.77 95.37 174.83 337 475 

Blois 5.70 90.51 137.30 376 527 
Chartres 6.08 89.12 113.97 354 442 

BOURGES 5.96 99.53 134.01 329 446 
CHARTRES 6.22 74.09 121.90 324 444 

UE 132 7.96 70.50 97.59 380 457 
UE 133 3.72 91.99 94.50 262 438 

ARPEN 4.60 114.27 94.22 313 618 
ARBOIS 1.87 158.68 0.00 202 190 
ECLUZELL 5.53 85.49 188.44 225 813 

ERDF 5.67 87.03 163.18 479 682 

Table 3.2 : Mean features of an outage for the considered meshes 

 

 

3.4. Power restoration curve 
 

Thanks to outage forms (BIE), data about disconnected customers is available: power 

restoration curves can be displayed through      . Mean curves are useful to have an idea 

of the mean outage for a specific mesh. (Curves for DOR are represented in the Figure 3.2.)  

There are many various power restoration curves depending on local features: RCS 

allocation, density of population… With relative power restoration curves, the rate of        

on          shows in the Figure 3.3 that even if the regions have different features, the 

grid has been designed to restore quite equally power. 

These curves show the effects of the sectionalizers during the outage management. 

However, it is difficult to extract useful values from these curves.  
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Figure 3.2 : Power restoration curves for the 8 Regions (DOR) 

 

 DOR                   

 ACL 1064 337 31.7% 

 EST 1560 493 31.6% 

 IDF 2033 700 34.4% 

 MED 1956 595 30.4% 

 MMN 1608 552 34.3% 

 OUEST 1340 422 31.5% 

 RAB 1562 475 30.4% 

 SO 1244 399 32.1% 

 ERDF 1502 479 31.9% 

 DOR                
 ACL 1016 3.12 33.4 31062 

 EST 1286 2.58 23.8 31122 

 IDF 1643 1.45 10.6 19209 

 MED 1684 2.39 18.7 30358 

 MMN 1371 2.35 23.5 32529 

 OUEST 1228 2.74 30.0 35867 

 RAB 1367 2.59 23.6 32082 

 SO 1220 2.89 33.5 37391 

 ERDF 1348 2.53 25.0 31624 
 

Table 3.3 : Grid structure and grid outage features for the 8 Regions (DOR) 
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Figure 3.3 : Relative power restoration curves for the 8 Regions (DOR) 

The other index for power restoration abilities is        
     

  
 which assesses the relative 

efficiency of power restoration during the localization phase. 

The different restoration phases are blurred and it is quite difficult to have a hint of 

     and     . With these curves, it is not clear that RCS allocation is responsible of a better 

power restoration.  

Moreover, it is possible to display the evolution of the mean rate of disconnected customers 

for different time scales during an outage. 
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Figure 3.4 : Evolution of the rate of disconnected customers for different time scales 

There has been no significant deterioration of outage management processes since June 

2008. Fluctuations in power restoration depend mainly on climatic and seasonal issues.  

3.5. Power restoration times 

During outage management processes, the three phases are defined by three time scales 

with a large span according to the location of the outage (urban/rural area, topography, 

physical grid access difficulties).  

Phase RCS: from 0 to     //Phase LOC: from      to     //Phase FIX: from      to     . 

DOR          
       

ACL 5.77 95.37 174.83 

EST 6.12 87.29 103.79 

IDF 6.83 69.56 77.06 

MED 5.67 83.10 113.49 

MMN 5.60 83.42 136.61 

OUEST 5.32 88.05 211.10 

RAB 5.58 89.80 156.31 

SO 5.34 89.12 249.81 

ERDF 5.67 87.03 163.18 
 

 

Figure 3.5: Power restoration times for the 8 regions (DOR) 
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Figure 3.6 :     

 for “Centres” 

This is also relevant to display the evolution of the rate of disconnected customers at the 

end of the phase of operation of RCS and at the end of the phase of localization as well as 

     . 

 
Figure 3.7 : Evolution of the rate of disconnected customers for significant time scales  

The impact of new RCS on the SAIDI is relevant during the localization phase. Therefore, it is 

important to assess     
  wisely at a significant scale in order to have robust values. 
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Moreover, the location of the failure is important and has serious impacts on restoration 

processes. Therefore, three classes of outages are distinguished with overhead, 

underground and N/A location (the outage forms does not contain any information about 

the section – overhead or underground – involved in the failure).  

 

 
Figure 3.8 : Localization time for “Centres” depending on the class of the outage 

With an exponential regression between     
  and     , using the same method as in the 

section 2.6 (weighted least squares), there is a clear correlation between     
  

and     which reflects mainly the time for linemen to operate the manual switches 

including the transit time between the operating center and the faulty feeder. Very long 

feeders are often overhead lines in remote rural areas implying a difficult access to manual 

sectionalizers. For very short feeders, there is a through in the curve: it is quite longer to 

switch manual sectionalizers due to traffic issues and building accesses in very dense areas.  
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Figure 3.9: Correlation between     

   and     

3.6. Correlation between power restoration processes and grid 

sectionalization 

To assess the impact of RCS allocation on power restoration processes, it is useful to 

compare the automation indices and the power restoration abilities index      . Feeders 

with many RCS may restore power easily during the localization phase than feeders with few 

RCS. During the outage management, for 2 different feeders, it is assumed that if: 

                   
        

  

                 
        

  

This assumption is valid for well designed feeders with an appropriate location of switches in 

order to have the same P∙L product for each section within two RCS. 

With an exponential regression between        and     , using the same method as in the 

section 3.4 (weighted least squares), it can be shown that there is a large correlation 

between the number of grid bags and the efficiency of power restoration. More grid bags 

imply a less disconnection rate. However, the marginal utility is decreasing: the difference 

between 2 and 3 grid bags is not the same as between 7 and 8 grid bags.   

These calculations are performed thanks to mean values. With the dispersion of outages, it is 

important to consider mean disconnection rates. On the whole volume of outage forms 

(BIE), the mean disconnection rate        is computed regarding a specific      and        

In the following graphs, only data pairs corresponding to more than 15 BIE are displayed for 

a better visualization of data: 
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 Fitting function p        F 

Grid bag                            3 0.9957 0.9947 993.8 
Figure 3.10 : Correlation between                    

In the work of Thibaut WAGNER, the optimization of RCS allocation was performed through 

grid bags representing the equivalent P∙L product between sectionalizers disconnected 

during the localization time. This grid bag concept is not acceptable for a technical and 

economic approach because it is impossible to set a grid bag price. Therefore, only a RCS 

optimization through      is feasible.  

It is assumed that if it is decided to install new RCS on a specific feeder, the concerned 

feeder would restore power like a feeder having already the final RCS allocation. 

Before installation of new RCS: 

During an outage on two feeders        , performance indices related to power 

restoration are respectively       
          

: 

                 
                                

  

After installation of new RCS: 

It is decided to install             in order to have the same RCS allocation as   . During an 

outage on     the performance index related to power restoration would be       
: 

                                
   

With this method, it is possible to assess the effect of the installation of new RCS on the rate 

of power restoration for each existing feeder starting from an initial RCS allocation through a 

statistical analysis. The fitting function of the correlation between      and the rate of 

disconnection constituted from all valid outage forms (BIE) is assumed to be valid for each 
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outage occurring in the operating areas of ERDF. For a new occurring outage, the expected 

value of the disconnection rate is given by the fitting function.  

 
 Fitting function p        F 

RCS                           3 0.9364 0.9326 245.5 
Figure 3.11 : Correlation between      and the rate of disconnection 

For a feeder, installing        with an initial RCS allocation (    ) implies a difference of the 

mean reconnected customers:  

               
        

                
                   

            

            
                               

                       

This correlation may be analyzed as a utility function with a marginal utility decreasing 

regarding the reconnected customers thanks to the installation of new RCS. 

The extra reconnected customers during the localization time thanks to RCS contribute to 

reduce the SAIDI of an outage occurring on this feeder. 

 

3.7. Impact on the SAIDI of extra RCS 

It is relevant to display the utility curve describing the rate of reconnected customers during 

the localization time to calculate the associated marginal utility for the installation of extra 

RCS. It is assumed that the SAIDI gain with extra RCS is operated between      and     . 

Moreover it is assumed that     
  remains unchanged with the installation of extra RCS. 
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 Utility function p        F 

RCS                           3 0.9364 0.9326 245.5 
Figure 3.12 : Utility function of RCS for power restoration 

    
  is determined thanks to the mean value of outage forms (BIE) at the “Centre” mesh. 

Each new outage occurring in the same “Centre” will have the same     
  attributed 

regardless the faulty feeder (length of the feeder, distance to the operation center…). In 

order to have a more accurate assessment of the SAIDI gain, three classes of outages are 

marked out with overhead, underground and N/A location. 

Therefore, the SAIDI gain of an occurring outage of an upgraded feeder is:  

                                        
  

Only the rate of disconnected customers and     
  are useful to calculate the SAIDI gain. By 

using mean values for     
  at the “Centre” mesh, the length of the feeder does not interfere 

in the computation of this gain. By using the utility function for the reconnection rate during 

the localization time, the installation of       represents the following gain of reconnected 

customers:  

                                                               

Therefore, an outage occurring in the grid implies the SAIDI gain:  

                                            
       

In practice, if an outage occurs on a feeder upgraded with new RCS, power restoration 

processes will be different, implying different switch operations. The SAIDI gain is 

represented in Figure 3.13 by the green area for a practical case and it is not as simple as a 

rectangular area defined by                        
  used for calculations. 
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Figure 3.13 : Example of outage management before and after the installation of new RCS 

However, it is quite impossible to assess the exact SAIDI gain and the defined rectangular 

area is assumed to be a good approximation of the SAIDI gain for an eventual occurring 

outage. 

The objective is to assess which feeders could be profitable within 10 years with a new RCS 

allocation. 
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4. Optimal RCS allocation 

4.1. Reliability rate 

To identify the potential feeders for RCS upgrade, it is valuable to have a good assessment of 

the reliability rate per feeder. This rate is an estimation of the number of outages occurring 

on a feeder over one year. It is assumed that an outage occurs randomly on a feeder. 

Therefore, it is declared reliable to use the outage rate per 100 km of MV line for “Centre” 

meshes with     
   .  

The reliability rate of a feeder is defined by:   

     
      

    
   

   
       

 
Figure 4.1 : Outage rate per 100 km of MV line for “Centre” meshes 

However, the reliability rate per 100 km       
     does not depend only on the geographical 

location of outages. Factors such as the type of line involved in the outage have to be 

considered. Underground lines have much less outages than overhead lines. Therefore, 

thanks to information about the location of the failure, three classes of outages are 

distinguished with overhead, underground and N/A location. 
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A feeder can contain different sections of overhead lines and underground lines. The final 

reliability rate is a general assessment of the number of outages considering the different 

sections of a feeder. 

 
Overhead (oh) rate       Underground (ug) rate 

 
N/A rate 

Figure 4.2 : Outage rate per 100 km of MV line for “Centre” meshes depending on the class of the outage 

4.2. Energy Not Served gain 

Setting a price to the Energy not Served (ENS) is a way to price the social cost of the ENS. 

This value has been declared historically to 9.2€/kWh. However, this price is quite arbitrary 

and does not represent really the cost in terms of GDP of the energy consumption. This 

reference value can be perceived as a standard. 

In this study:                [10] 

Therefore, it is possible to assess the ENS gain of an outage occurring on an upgraded feeder 

thanks to the SAIDI gain computed in the section 4.6. Moreover, it is assumed that the mean 

consumed power per LV customer is:          . [10] 
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By using (4.4), the ENS gain of an outage is determined by:  

                       
    
  

         

The ENS gain over ten years can be computed with the reliability rate of the concerned 

feeder (5.2). By defining the discount rate per year       and the mean increase of loads 

per year        for the evolution of the grid, the total ENS gain over ten years for a feeder 

is: 

    
     

             
                

                
          

    
    

 

  

   

 

 

 

    
     

    
    
 

  
     

    
   

   
 
  

  
    
 

  
     

    
   

   
 
  

  
    
 

  
     

    
   

   
 
   

  

                                   
    
    

 

  

   

         

4.3. RCS costing 

The cost of the installation of a RCS is quite difficult to assess. It depends on the number of 

switches installed, the location of the RCS node, the state of the location of the installation 

(recent or outdated equipments)…  

It has been arbitrary assumed that the main cost in RCS installation depends on the location 

of the feeder (rural or urban area). Urban feeders are described as feeders which are less 

than 15 km and which 80% of lines are underground.  

Therefore, the RCS cost is estimated only regarding the nature of the feeder (rural/urban) 

according to local contractors: 

                        
               

                        
                 

4.4. Optimization of the objective function 

The objective function is defined for each feeder. Therefore, an optimal RCS allocation can 

be computed with data on power reliability.  

By maximizing the objective function f: 

             
                                   

The idea is to find for each feeder        which is the most economically profitable.  
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A half integer for        means that the RCS installed are shared with other feeders, 

connections between feeders are created. Only few values of        are tested to estimate 

which of these value can maximize the objective function. This value must be considered as 

an index of needs in new RCS for feeders. It is the charge of local contractors to allocate the 

exact number of RCS and to set up them along the concerned feeder depending on many 

factors which cannot be available in databases.  

4.5. Results and general discussion 

With the described constraints, this optimization plans to install on the controlled areas by 

ERDF              This new RCS allocation corresponds to an initial investment 

of                      . 

 
Figure 4.3 : Cumulative      and       for the 8 regions (DOR) 

Thanks to this optimization, it is possible to know in which substations, the installation of 

new RCS could have significant effects on power reliability.  

Substation            
GAILL 2.57 15.00 

ORTH5 2.71 14.00 

PODEN 3.35 13.50 

CSLSA 2.18 13.50 

LACAN 2.86 13.50 

V.BLA 2.19 13.00 
Table 4.1 : Initial mean RCS number and proposed new cumulative RCS reallocation for different substations 

These figures could be used by contractors at ERDF to do studies on these substations, 

assess the real need in new RCS and place them on the feeders.       is an index of the 

efficiency of increasing the number of RCS and is useful to prioritize the investments.  
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If the whole optimization is honored, the new RCS allocation using equivalent feeders is: 

 
Figure 4.4 : Mean      before and after new RCS allocation for each DOR 

 

Figure 4.5 : Mean      before and after new RCS allocation for each “Centre” 

There are big differences between “Centres” in RCS reallocation. Power reliability can be 

increased significantly in areas where the installation of RCS is economically profitable. It is 

useful to define the priority areas. 
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Figure 4.6 :       optimization / RCS reallocation for each “Centre”           €/kWh  

4.6.  Assessment of the SAIDI gain thanks to RCS investments 

Thanks to the optimization, a RCS reallocation is proposed feeder per feeder through      , 

               is computed. The SAIDI gain is assessed with the ratio with the number of 

LV customers served. 

                   
              

  
       

  
Figure 4.7 : SAIDI gain for each “Centre”           €/kWh  
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4.7. Extension of the study 

By setting an ENS price different to the standard price defining the technical and economic 

optimum, it is possible to justify the allocation of more or less new RCS. Different scenarios 

are proposed with different ENS prices.  

     €/kWh       Total investments k€ SAIDI gain (min) 

3 161 2 415 -0.23 

5 908 13 643 -0.85 

9.2 4282 64 920 -2.48 

15 10052 155 032 -4.18 

20 14596 229 373 -5.14 

30 21690 354 938 -6.29 

40 26668 452 175 -6.93 

50 30278 528 915 -7.31 
 

 

  

Figure 4.8 : RCS reallocation scenarios depending on      
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5. Conclusion 

This document presents the methods used to compute an optimal reallocation of RCS on the 

MV grid through a statistical optimization. Thanks to the rules laid down, it is possible to 

count the number of RCS per feeder as well as the number of sections RCS can sectionalize. 

Results show that RCS have been well installed on the grid since the P.L product policy is 

quite honored. However, the increase of outages and the increase of the SAIDI in the recent 

past years has highlighted the need in improving power quality and power reliability. An 

analysis of the power restoration processes demonstrates the correlation between power 

restoration abilities and sectionalization abilities. A model of the utility function of RCS on 

power restoration processes is calculated and is used to assess the effects of the installation 

of new RCS for the SAIDI. The technical and economic optimization of RCS per feeder shows 

the efficiency of the installation of new RCS in terms of ENS gain regarding the specific 

reliability of feeders. 

The standard ENS price can justify the installation of about 5000 new RCS. This study is able 

to perform a suitable optimal RCS reallocation feeder per feeder which is above the 

objectives defined by my supervisor at ERDF at the beginning of the study. The RCS counting 

method developed as well as the analysis of the outage forms will be useful for further and 

diverse studies for ERDF by raising the flaws in the databases. The general optimization will 

be also relevant for local contractors to help them to identify the feeders with low RCS 

allocation. As an extension of the study, a reevaluation of the standard ENS price would 

justify more RCS and improve significantly the SAIDI. In the future, it could be suggested to 

overcome the technical and economic optimum for better improvements in power quality.  
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6. Appendix 

6.1. ETARESO tables and SQL queries  

6.1.1. Remote Controlled Sectionalizers (OMT) counting 

 ETARESO Interface 

The “ETARESO” interface enables to gather data of the real-time IT tool “SIT-R”. Information 

is kept in MySQL servers, one in each control center (ACR); information storage is performed 

at a regional scale. Calculations and queries can be performed through phpMyAdmin to do 

specific analysis.  

Thanks to a Python script, useful data are extracted with SQL queries and relations between 

tables of the MV grid. 

The ELEMENT_TOPOLOGIQUE table lists all grid elements (MV/LV substations, RCS, feeder, 

transformer…) on the MV grid: 

 

The JDB_PSIMPLE table lists the number of customers for each MV/LV substation: 

ID_VERSANT Primary key defining the MV/LV substation 

VAL_N LV customers connected to a MV/LV substation 

 

The UNITE_EXPLOITATION table lists the UE of the different elements: 

ID_VERSANT Primary key defining the UE 

ID_CENTRE Key defining the “centre” in relation with the considered UE 

LIBELLE UE wording 

 

The CENTRE_EDG table lists the « Centre » of UE: 

ID_VERSANT Primary key defining the grid element 

LIBELLE “Centre” wording 

Table 6.1 : Useful ETAESO tables for RCS counting 

 SQL queries 

The SQL queries of the Python script select and compute useful data which are extracted in 

an Excel file where they are analyzed. 

The script for RCS counting is in 2 parts: 

ID_VERSANT Primary key defining the grid element 

ID_OUVRAGE Key defining the construction connected to the considered element 

ID_DEPART_SNE Key defining the feeder connected to the considered element 

LIBELLE Element wording 

IDGDO GDO code of  the considered element 

GEOX, GEOY Geographic coordinates of  the considered element   

TYPE_TOPOLOGIE Element typology (rcs, feeder, other…) 

ID_UE Key defining the UE connected to the considered element 

ID_ELEMENT_AMONT1 Key defining the upstream element connected to the considered element 

ID_ELEMENT_AMONT2 Key defining the upstream element of another feeder connected to the 

considered element 
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 Detailed description of feeders of the considered ACR (wording, customers, 

“Centre”) 

 RCS counting algorithm for each feeder 

Feeders 

Selection of the feeders 

Extraction of the feeders with the wording, the GDO code, the related primary substation 

using the following constraint:  

ID_VERSANT = ID_DEPART_SNE (Element ID is equal to the feeder ID) 

Selection of the LV customers 

Extraction of the number of LV customers for each ID_DEPART_SNE using the following 

constraint: 

 JDB_PSIMPLE.ID_VERSANT = ELEMENT_TOPOLOGIQUE.ID_VERSANT 

Selection of the “Centre” 

Extraction of the « Centre » related to each ID_DEPART_SNE using the following constraints: 

UNITE_EXPLOITATION.ID_VERSANT = ELEMENT_TOPOLOGIQUE.ID_UE   

UNITE_EXPLOITATION.ID_CENTRE = CENTRE_EGD.ID_VERSANT 

Arborescence of the feeder 

ACR – Centre – Primary Substation – Feeder wording – ID_DEPART_SNE – IDGDO – LV 

customers 

RCS counting 

Selection of RCS nodes 

Extraction of distinct RCS nodes (OMT) having at least one remote controlled switch using 

the following constraint: 

`TYPE_TOPOLOGIE` = 'omt'  

Selection of elements related to “ouvrage” (nodes) 

Extraction of elements related to each chosen “ouvrage” [wording, GDO code, element 

typology, feeder (T.ID SNE) and rescue feeder if any (S.ID SNE)] using the following 

constraints: 

T.ID_ELEMENT_AMONT2 = S.ID_VERSANT_ET    

T.ID_OUVRAGE = OMT 

Identification of the elements of the RCS node 

Analysis of the feeder related to the RCS node using the location of the node element 

[MV/LV substation or unique RC overhead switch (« J » in GDO code)] and ignoring RCS 

nodes described two or more times in the database or not connected to an existing feeder. 

Calculation of the contributions of the RCS node 

Computation of RC switches described for the main feeder and RC switches connected to 

other feeders. The rescue RC switches (connected to another feeder) count for one half RC 
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direction for each feeder. One RCS node located at the border of X feeders counts for 1/X for 

each feeder. There is a distinction between RCS nodes having a “Sectionalizer” role and 

nodes having a “Rescue” role. 

RCS allocation algorithm to relative feeders 

Arborescence creation of all RC switches:  

Feeder – RCS node – RC direction – Rescue feeder if any 

6.1.2. Outage management  

 ETARESO Interface 

With the ETARESO interface, data on outage management are gathered thanks to the BIE 

table: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ELEMENT_TOPOLOGIQUE table lists the feeders where the outage occurs: 

 

 

The COUPURE_POSTE table lists the disconnected MV/LV substations during an outage: 

 

 

 

The JDB_PSIMPLE table lists the number of customers for each MV/LV substation: 

ID_VERSANT Primary key identifying the MV/LV substation 

VAL_N Nombre de clients BT connectés au poste HTA/BT 

Table 6.2 : Useful ETAESO tables for outage management 

 SQL queries for outage management 

Selection of BIE relative to existing feeders 

Extraction of temporal data of outage forms (BIE) (    ,    ,    …) with the faulty feeder. 

     is computed using the last operation of RC switch before the first manual operation. 

     is set with the first fixing operation. The useful BIE for the analysis are the outages 

occurring in the MV grid after the 06/01/2008 and declared as non exceptional failures using 

the following constraints: 

ID_BIE_V2 Primary key identifying the BIE  

DATE_DEBUT_INTERRUPTION Time of the beginning of the outage 

DELAI_DERNIERE_TC Time of the last operation of RCS 

DUREE_LOCALISATION Time of the localization phase 

HEURE_FIN_INTERRUPTION Time of the end of the outage 

LIEU_INTERRUPTION Element considered at the location of the outage 

DUREE_TOTAL Duration of the outage 

TYPE_INTERRUPTION Outage typology (Planned work, Incident) 

REGIME_INCIDENT Outage class (Isolated, Exceptional…) 

ID_VERSANT Primary key identifying the element 

ID_DEPART_SNE Clé identifiant le départ auquel l’élément est rattaché 

ID_JDBPS Primary key identifying the MV/LV substation 

DEBUT Date de début de l’interruption du poste 

FIN Date de fin de l’interruption du poste 

TYPE_COUPURE Type de la coupure (Incident, Travaux) 
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DATE_HEURE > '2008-06-01 00:00:00' AND TYPE_INTERRUPTION =0 AND REGIME_INCIDENT =0  

ELEMENT_TOPOLOGIQUE.ID_VERSANT = BIE.LIEU_INTERRUPTION 

Tloc <500 AND  Tloc>0 AND  Trcs>0 AND  Trcs<40 AND Trcs<Tloc+0.5 (in minutes) 

Selection of disconnected MV/LV substation during an outage 

Extraction of MV/LV substations considering substations disconnected 3 hours before the 

beginning of the outage form and reconnected 3 hours after the end of the outage form 

using the following constraints: 

ID_JDBPS = JDB_PSIMPLE .ID_VERSANT AND ELEMENT_TOPOLOGIQUE.ID_VERSANT =ID_JDBPS  

Reconstruction of restoration processes of BIE 

By ordering the outage time of MV/LV substations with the number of LV customers for each 

substation, it is possible to reconstruct the outline of LV customers disconnected for a BIE. 

Computation of disconnected customers for different times 

The number of LV disconnected customers is computed for the following times      : 

T = [     ,     ,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,8,10,12,14,20,30,40,50,70,90,120,150,180,250,300,360,420,500] (in 

minutes) 

Calculation of NiTi (relative contribution to the SAIDI) 

By calculating NiTi for the different BIE phases (RCS phase, localization phase, outage total 

time). 

BIE allocation to relative feeders 

Association between useful data of BIE to the faulty feeder if: 

 The number of LV customers is equal to the number of disconnected customers at 

the beginning of the outage  

 The number of LV disconnected customers at the end of the outage is equal to zero. 

6.1.3. Displaying data  

Data are extracted and analyzed in 3 Excel files: 

Arborescence.xslx, Reacivité.xslx, Inventaire.xslx  

 File: Arborescence 

This file lists the inventory of all RCS, RC directions and rescue switches on each feeder. Each 

line is a RC direction. 

Here are listed: 

 ACR 

 “Centre” 

 UE 

 Substation 

 Feeder 

 RCS : RCS node wording 

 DIR : remote switch wording 
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 FEEDER_RES : Rescue feeder wording if any 

ACR CENTRE UE SUBST. FEEDER RCS DIR FEEDER_RES 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB JARDINS ANTIBES JARDINS EIR 08 None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB JARDINS ANTIBES JARDINS PS ANTIBES None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB JARDINS ANTIBES JARDINS MARGUERITE(M) None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB JARDINS ANTIBES JARDINS ASTORIA BARRY 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB JARDINS MARINELAND NELAND None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB JARDINS MARINELAND ANTIBES LANDS 2 LIERRE 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB JARDINS NELAND LONGCHAMPS ANDON 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB JARDINS AZURVILLE COLLEGE FONTONNE None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB JARDINS AZURVILLE MAILLERAIE None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB JARDINS AZURVILLE BEAU RIVAGE None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB LIERRE MAJUNGA PEPINIERE None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB LIERRE MAJUNGA MAGDA COTTAGE None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB LIERRE MAJUNGA THALAZUR RABIAC 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB LIERRE PAROUQUINE CHAMBON None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB LIERRE PAROUQUINE ST FRANCOIS JARDINS 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB LIERRE PAROUQUINE ALIZES None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB LIERRE LAS PALMAS HOPITAL 2(M) None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB LIERRE LAS PALMAS CENTRE HEMODIALYSE None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB LIERRE LAS PALMAS ECOLE BREGUIERES None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB MONCEAU MAGALI LES ROCHES ORANGE 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB MONCEAU MAGALI HOTEL GAROUPE None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB MONCEAU MAGALI MUTERSE None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB MONCEAU OPEN BECHET None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB MONCEAU HOTEL DU CAP EDEN ROC GOLFJUAN 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB MONCEAU HOTEL DU CAP CASA ESTELLA None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB MONCEAU HOTEL DU CAP MOSQUEE ORANGE 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB MONCEAU OREE DU CAP MAGELLAN None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB MONCEAU OREE DU CAP DOMAINE SALIS None 
Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB MONCEAU OREE DU CAP MURIERS None 

Table 6.3 : Arborescence of 3 feeders of the substation « ANTIB » 

 File: Reacivité 

This file lists the BIE declared useful for the following analysis. 

Here are listed: 

 ACR 

 “Centre” 

 UE 

 Substation 

 Feeder 

 BIE (BIE ID, BIE Year,  BIE Month) 

                                    

        Disconnected customers for the following times : 

T=[    ,    ,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,8,10,12,14,20,30,40,50,70,90,120,150,180,250,300,360,420,500] 

Table 6.4 :  Power restoration values for 4 BIE of the substation “ANTIB” 

ACR CENTRE UE SUBST. FEEDER BIE Year Month                                         0 4 50 70 90 

Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB RD POINT 3956 2009 6 1.52 46.50 46.50 4377 79100 83477 2089 0 2975 2089 0 0 0 

Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB JARDINS 3852 2009 5 1.53 77.85 88.30 5097 57430 64554 1008 194 3324 1008 1008 254 0 

Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB RD POINT 3824 2009 5 1.93 53.92 74.28 5752 87092 93597 2089 37 2975 2089 992 37 0 

Toulon CANNES CANNES ANTIB ORANGE 4222 2009 7 2.12 54.83 67.27 4341 12436 17224 441 36 2051 441 36 0 0 
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 File: Inventaire 

This file is a synthesis of the features of each feeder. Each line is a single feeder. The aim is to 

display the number of RCS per feeder computed thanks to the algorithm as well as the 

number of “real” RC directions considering the contributions between feeders. The length of 

feeders is computed through a SIG/OSCAR database. This file is the basis of the analysis 

laying down relations between the MV grid structure and the outage management (power 

restoration processes)  

 

6.2. Python script  
 
# -*- coding: iso-8859-1 -*- 
import XXXXXX 
 
T0 = time.clock() 
# Constantes 
mysql_login_serveur = "XXXXXXXX"   
mysql_mdp_serveur   = "XXXXXXXXXX" 
mysql_database      = "XXXXXXXXX" 
 
# Lecture IP ACR 
NomFichIP_ACR = "C:/Users/XXXXXXXXX/IP_Acr.csv" 
FichIP_ACR = open(NomFichIP_ACR, "r") 
Liste = FichIP_ACR.readlines() 
FichIP_ACR.close() 
ListeIP = [] 
for Ligne in Liste : 
    ACR = re.split(";",Ligne) 
    ListeIP.append([ACR[0],ACR[1][:-1]]) 
 
# Fichiers de sortie 
NomFichS = "C:/Users/XXXXXXXXXXXX/Arborescence_v6.csv" 
FichS = open(NomFichS,"w") 
FichS.write("ACR;CENTRE;SOURCE;DEPART;OMT;DIR;DEPART_SEC\n") 
 
NomFichF = "C:/Users/XXXXXXXXXXX/Comptage_OMT_v6.csv" 
FichF = open(NomFichF,"w") 
FichF.write("ACR;CENTRE;SOURCE;SNE;GDO;DEPART;CLIENTS;PS;OMT;DIR;SEC;NB_BIE;Tomt;Tloc;Tfin;Aomt;Aloc;Atot;Nomt;Nloc;0;1;2;3;4;5;6;8;10;12;14;20;30;40;50;70;90;120;150;18
0;250;300;360;420;500\n") 
 
NomFichS1 = "C:/XXXXXXXXX/Réactivité_BIE.csv" 
FichS1 = open(NomFichS1,"w") 
FichS1.write("ACR;CENTRE;SOURCE;GDO;DEPART;BIE;Année;Mois;Tomt;Tloc;Tfin;Aomt;Aloc;Atot;Nomt;Nloc;0;1;2;3;4;5;6;8;10;12;14;20;30;40;50;70;90;120;150;180;250;300;360;420;5
00\n") 
 
# Sélection ACR 
for ACR in ListeIP : 
    Nom_ACR = ACR[0] 
    mysql_adresse_serveur =  ACR[1] 
    print "Calcul sur l'ACR : " + ACR[0] 
    T1 = time.clock() 
    # Connexion à la BdD 
    db = MySQLdb.connect (host=mysql_adresse_serveur, user=mysql_login_serveur, passwd=mysql_mdp_serveur , db=mysql_database) 
    cursor = db.cursor () 
    
    # Calcul sur les départs 
    print "\tCalcul sur les départs"          
    Requete_DEP = ("SELECT DISTINCT `ID_DEPART_SNE` ,`LIBELLE` , `IDGDO`, LEFT(`IDGDO` , 5 ) AS SOURCE FROM ELEMENT_TOPOLOGIQUE WHERE `ID_VERSANT` = ID_DEPART_SNE AND 
IDGDO IS NOT NULL AND ID_DEPART_SNE IS NOT NULL AND ID_ELEMENT_AMONT1 IS NOT NULL ORDER BY `ID_DEPART_SNE` DESC") 
    cursor.execute(Requete_DEP) 
    ReqResult_DEP = cursor.fetchall() 
    NbDeparts = len(ReqResult_DEP) 
    print "\t\tNb Départs initial : " + str(NbDeparts) 
     
    # Initialisation des listes 
    RefDeparts = [] 
    RefSource = [] 
    RefDepartsLib = [] 
    RefDIDGDO = [] 
    RefClients = ['X']*len(ReqResult_DEP) 
    RefPostes = ['X']*len(ReqResult_DEP) 
    RefCentre = ['X']*len(ReqResult_DEP) 
    for D in ReqResult_DEP : 
        RefDeparts.append(D[0]) 
        RefSource.append(D[3]) 
        RefDepartsLib.append(D[1]) 
        RefDIDGDO.append(D[2]) 
         
    # Calcul sur les valeurs liées au départs       
    Requete_CLI = ("SELECT T1.`ID_DEPART_SNE` , SUM(T2.`VAL_N`) AS CLIENTS FROM `ELEMENT_TOPOLOGIQUE` T1, `JDB_PSIMPLE` T2 WHERE T1.`ID_VERSANT` = T2.`ID_VERSANT` AND 
`ID_DEPART_SNE` IS NOT NULL GROUP BY `ID_DEPART_SNE` ") 
    cursor.execute(Requete_CLI) 
    ReqResult_CLI = cursor.fetchall() 
    NbDCLI = len(ReqResult_CLI) 
    print "\t\tNb Départs valides avec Clients : " + str(NbDCLI) 
 
    Requete_POS = ("SELECT ID_DEPART_SNE, count( TYPE_POSTE ) FROM OUVRAGE T WHERE TYPE_POSTE = 'PosteSimple' AND ID_DEPART_SNE IS NOT NULL GROUP BY 
ID_DEPART_SNE") 
    cursor.execute(Requete_POS) 
    ReqResult_POS = cursor.fetchall() 
    NbDPOS = len(ReqResult_POS) 
    print "\t\tNb Départs valides avec Postes HTA/BT : " + str(NbDPOS) 
 
    Requete_CEN = ("SELECT DISTINCT T.`ID_DEPART_SNE`,U.LIBELLE AS URE , C.LIBELLE AS CENTRE FROM ELEMENT_TOPOLOGIQUE T , UNITE_EXPLOITATION U, CENTRE_EGD C WHERE 
T.`ID_DEPART_SNE` IS NOT NULL AND T.`ID_UE` IS NOT NULL AND U.`ID_VERSANT` = T.`ID_UE` AND U.ID_CENTRE = C.ID_VERSANT GROUP BY T.`ID_DEPART_SNE ") 
    cursor.execute(Requete_CEN) 
    ReqResult_CEN = cursor.fetchall() 
    NbDCEN = len(ReqResult_CEN) 
    print "\t\tNb Départs valides avec Centre : " + str(NbDCEN) 
     
    Requete_CEN_2 = ("SELECT DISTINCT T.`ID_DEPART_SNE`,U.LIBELLE AS URE , C.LIBELLE AS CENTRE FROM ELEMENT_TOPOLOGIQUE T , UNITE_EXPLOITATION U, CENTRE_EGD C WHERE 
T.`ID_DEPART_SNE` IS NOT NULL AND T.`ID_UE` IS NOT NULL AND T.IDGDO IS NOT NULL AND U.`ID_VERSANT` = T.`ID_UE` AND U.ID_CENTRE = C.ID_VERSANT AND `TYPE_TOPOLOGIE` = 
'depart' GROUP BY T.`ID_DEPART_SNE ") 
    cursor.execute(Requete_CEN_2) 
    ReqResult_CEN_2 = cursor.fetchall() 
    NbDCEN_2 = len(ReqResult_CEN_2) 
 
    # Calcul des listes des départs 
    for DEP in ReqResult_DEP : 
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        for CLI in ReqResult_CLI : 
            if CLI[0] == DEP[0] : 
                RefClients[RefDeparts.index(DEP[0])] = CLI[1] 
        for POSTE in ReqResult_POS : 
            if POSTE[0] == DEP[0] : 
                RefPostes[RefDeparts.index(DEP[0])] = POSTE[1] 
        for CEN in ReqResult_CEN : 
            if CEN[0] == DEP[0] : 
                RefCentre[RefDeparts.index(DEP[0])] = CEN[2] 
        for CEN_2 in ReqResult_CEN_2 : 
            if CEN_2[0] == DEP[0] : 
                RefCentre[RefDeparts.index(DEP[0])] = CEN_2[2] 
 
    print "\t\tNombre de départs choisis " + str(len(RefDeparts)) 
    T3 = time.clock() 
    print "\tInitialisation des départs terminée en " + str("%.3f" %(T3 - T1)) + " s" 
 
        # Requête BIE 
    print "\tCalcul des BIE" 
    TBIE= time.clock() 
    RequeteBIE = ("SELECT T1 . * , T2.`ID_DEPART_SNE` FROM ELEMENT_TOPOLOGIQUE T2 INNER JOIN ( SELECT DATE_DEBUT_INTERRUPTION , `ID_BIE_V2` , YEAR( `DATE_HEURE` ) AS 
ANNEE, MONTH( `DATE_HEURE` ) AS MOIS, `DELAI_DERNIERE_TC` , `DUREE_LOCALISATION` , `DATE_DEBUT_DEPANNAGE` , `HEURE_FIN_INTERRUPTION` , `LIEU_INTERRUPTION` , 
`DUREE_TOTAL`  FROM `BIE` WHERE `DATE_DEBUT_DEPANNAGE` IS NOT NULL AND `HEURE_FIN_INTERRUPTION` IS NOT NULL AND `HEURE_FIN_INTERRUPTION` <>'0000-00-00 
00:00:00' AND DATE_HEURE > '2008-06-01 00:00:00' AND `ID_BIE_V2` IS NOT NULL AND `TYPE_INTERRUPTION` =0 AND `REGIME_INCIDENT` =0 AND `LIEU_INTERRUPTION` IS NOT NULL 
)T1 ON T2.`ID_VERSANT` = T1.`LIEU_INTERRUPTION` ") 
    cursor.execute(RequeteBIE) 
    req = cursor.fetchall() 
    BIE_i = len(req) 
    print "\t\tNombre de BIE initial : " + str(BIE_i) 
 
# Ininitalisation des valeurs et listes 
    NbBIE = 0 
    BIE_OK = 0 
    BIE_f = 0 
    RefNbBIE_ = [0]*len(ReqResult_DEP) 
    Tomt = 0 
    Tloc = 0 
    RefBloc_ = [[0]*6]*len(ReqResult_DEP) 
    RefNb_ = [[0]*27]*len(ReqResult_DEP) 
    # Contrôle des abberations pour Tomt et Tloc 
    for BIE in req : 
        Tomt = float(BIE[4])/60 
        Tloc = float(BIE[5]) 
        VAL = [Tomt,Tloc,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,8,10,12,14,20,30,40,50,70,90,120,150,180,250,300,360,420,500] 
        # Calcul des BIE valables 
        if (BIE[10] in RefDeparts and Tloc <500 and Tloc>0 and Tomt>0 and  Tomt<40 and Tomt<Tloc+0.5): 
            NbBIE = NbBIE +1 
            # Calcul Clients coupés 
            Temps = [] 
            Coupes  =[] 
            Reconnectes = [] 
            RequeteBIE_debut = ("SELECT DEBUT, SUM( J.VAL_N )  FROM `COUPURE_POSTE` C LEFT OUTER JOIN JDB_PSIMPLE J ON `ID_JDBPS` = `ID_VERSANT`  LEFT OUTER JOIN 
ELEMENT_TOPOLOGIQUE T ON T.ID_VERSANT = ID_JDBPS WHERE `DEBUT` > '"+str(BIE[0]-datetime.timedelta(seconds=10000))+"'AND FIN < 
'"+str(BIE[7]+datetime.timedelta(seconds=10000))+"' AND `TYPE_COUPURE` = 'INC' AND DEBUT IS NOT NULL  AND FIN IS NOT NULL AND T.ID_DEPART_SNE = '"+str(BIE[10])+"' GROUP BY 
DEBUT ORDER BY `DEBUT` ASC ") 
            cursor.execute(RequeteBIE_debut) 
            req_deb = cursor.fetchall() 
            # Pour les coupures 
            if len(req_deb) != 0 : 
                BIE_OK = BIE_OK + 1  
                for DEB in req_deb: 
                    Temps.append(DEB[0]) 
                    Coupes.append(DEB[1]) 
                    Reconnectes.append(0)                      
                    # Pour les reconnexions 
                    RequeteBIE_fin = ("SELECT FIN, SUM( J.VAL_N ) FROM `COUPURE_POSTE` C INNER JOIN JDB_PSIMPLE J ON C.`ID_JDBPS` = J.`ID_VERSANT` INNER JOIN 
ELEMENT_TOPOLOGIQUE T ON T.ID_VERSANT = ID_JDBPS WHERE `DEBUT` = '"+ str(DEB[0]) +"' AND `TYPE_COUPURE` = 'INC' AND T.ID_DEPART_SNE = '"+str(BIE[10])+"' AND FIN < 
'"+str(BIE[7]+datetime.timedelta(seconds=10000))+"' AND DEBUT IS NOT NULL AND FIN IS NOT NULL GROUP BY FIN ORDER BY `FIN` ASC ") 
                    cursor.execute(RequeteBIE_fin) 
                    req_fin = cursor.fetchall()                     
                    for FIN in req_fin : 
                        Temps.append(FIN[0]) 
                        Coupes.append(0) 
                        Reconnectes.append(FIN[1]) 
 
                # Reconstruction du nombre de clients coupés 
                Nombre = [0]*len(Temps) 
                T_ = [0]*len(Temps) 
                a = [0]*len(Temps) 
                for k in range (len(Temps)) : 
                    a[k] = [str(Temps[k]),Reconnectes[k],Coupes[k]] 
                a.sort() 
                Temps.sort() 
                for k in range (len(Temps)) : 
                    Nombre[k] = Nombre[k-1] - a[k][1] + a[k][2] 
                    T_[k]=(Temps[k]-Temps[0]).total_seconds() 
     
                # Recherche du temps le plus proche 
                def A_(x): 
                    return (T_[x]-T_[x-1])*float(Nombre[x-1]) 
                def ListeNombre(x) :  # argument en min 
                    return [(x*60-T_[k]) for k in range(len(T_)) if (x*60-T_[k])>=0 ] 
                def Nombre_(x) : # argument en min 
                    return Nombre[ListeNombre(x).index(min(ListeNombre(x)))] 
                def Temps_(x) : # argument en min 
                    return T_[ListeNombre(x).index(min(ListeNombre(x)))] 
                def B_(x,y) : # argument en min 
                    return sum(A_(k) for k in range(T_.index(Temps_(x))+1,T_.index(Temps_(y))+1)) 
                def add(x,y): 
                    return x+y 
                def N_(x): 
                    return [Nombre_(k) for k in x] 
 
                Tfin = Temps_(10000) 
 
                # Affichage et calcul des listes 
                if (Nombre[0] == RefClients[RefDeparts.index(BIE[10])] and Temps_(Tomt)<=Temps_(Tloc)): 
                    BIE_f = BIE_f + 1  
                    
FichS1.write(ACR[0]+";"+str(RefCentre[RefDeparts.index(BIE[10])])+";"+str(RefSource[RefDeparts.index(BIE[10])])+";"+str(RefDIDGDO[RefDeparts.index(BIE[10])])+";"+str(RefDepartsLib[
RefDeparts.index(BIE[10])])+";"+str(BIE[1])+";"+str(BIE[2])+";"+str(BIE[3]),) 
                    FichS1.write(";"+str(Temps_(Tomt)/60)+";"+str(Temps_(Tloc)/60)+";"+str(Tfin/60)+";"+str(B_(0,Tomt))+";"+str(B_(Tomt,Tloc))+";"+str(B_(0,Tfin)),) 
                    for x in VAL : 
                        FichS1.write(";"+str(Nombre_(x)),) 
                    FichS1.write("\n")                     
                    RefNbBIE_[RefDeparts.index(BIE[10])] = RefNbBIE_[RefDeparts.index(BIE[10])] + 1 
                    RefNb_[RefDeparts.index(BIE[10])]= map(add,RefNb_[RefDeparts.index(BIE[10])],N_(VAL)) 
                    RefBloc_[RefDeparts.index(BIE[10])]= map(add,RefBloc_[RefDeparts.index(BIE[10])],[Temps_(Tomt)/60,Temps_(Tloc)/60,Tfin/60,B_(0,Tomt),B_(Tomt,Tloc),B_(0,Tfin)]) 
                     
 
    print "\t\tNb BIE avec départ existant et valides : " + str(NbBIE)+ "; dont BIE non vides : " + str(BIE_OK) 
    print "\t\tNb BIE valides : " + str(BIE_f) 
    TBIE2= time.clock() 
    print "\tCalcul des incidents terminé en " + str("%.2f" %(TBIE2 - TBIE)) + " s" 
     
 
    # Calcul sur les noeuds OMT 
    T4_ = time.clock() 
    print "\tCalcul sur les OMT" 
    Requete_0MT = ("SELECT DISTINCT `ID_OUVRAGE` FROM ELEMENT_TOPOLOGIQUE WHERE `TYPE_TOPOLOGIE` = 'omt' AND ID_OUVRAGE IS NOT NULL AND `ID_ELEMENT_AMONT1` 
IS NOT NULL AND `ID_ELEMENT_AMONT1` LIKE '%CT%' AND IDGDO IS NOT NULL ORDER BY `ID_OUVRAGE` DESC ") 
    cursor.execute(Requete_0MT) 
    ReqResult_0MT = cursor.fetchall() 
    NoeudsOMT = len(ReqResult_0MT) 
    print "\t\tNb de noeuds OMT initial : " + str(NoeudsOMT) 
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    # Initialisation des listes et valeurs 
    Noeud_doublon = 0 
    Noeud_valide = 0 
    Noeud_invisible = 0 
    P_SEC = 0 
    Pb_SEC_1 = 0 
    Pb_SEC_2 = 0 
    SEC_initial = 0 
    SEC_sec = 0 
    RefContrib = [0]*len(ReqResult_DEP) 
    RefCContrib = [0]*len(ReqResult_DEP) 
    RefDirTC = [0]*len(ReqResult_DEP) 
    RefSec = [0]*len(ReqResult_DEP) 
    RefOMT = [0]*len(ReqResult_DEP) 
    RefDirTC_C = [0]*len(ReqResult_DEP) 
    RefIDGDO = [] 
             
    #Calcul sur les directions OMT 
    for OMT in ReqResult_0MT : 
        Requete_ELE= ("SELECT T.`ID_DEPART_SNE`,T.`LIBELLE`,T.`IDGDO`,T.`TYPE_TOPOLOGIE`,T.`ID_ELEMENT_AMONT2`,S.`ID_DEPART_SNE` FROM ELEMENT_TOPOLOGIQUE T LEFT 
OUTER JOIN ELEMENT_TOPOLOGIQUE S ON T.`ID_ELEMENT_AMONT2`= S.`ID_VERSANT_ET` WHERE T.`ID_OUVRAGE`='" + OMT[0]+"' AND T.`ID_ELEMENT_AMONT1` IS NOT NULL AND 
T.`ID_ELEMENT_AMONT1` LIKE '%CT%' AND T.IDGDO IS NOT NULL AND T.`ID_DEPART_SNE` IS NOT NULL") 
        cursor.execute(Requete_ELE) 
        ReqResult_ELE = cursor.fetchall() 
        Elements = len(ReqResult_ELE) 
         
        # Initialisation valeurs 
        NbOMT = 0 
        NbDIR = 0 
        NbSEC = 0 
        DEP_Noeud = 0 
        DEP_Noeud_C = 0 
        LibNoeud = 0 
        LibNoeud_C = 0 
        Noeud_invalide = 0 
 
        # Validation du noeud OMT et recherche du départ associé     
        for ELE in ReqResult_ELE : 
            if (ELE[3] == 'autre' and len(ELE[2]) == 10): 
                DEP_Noeud = ELE[0] 
                LibNoeud = ELE[1] 
            elif (ELE[3] == 'omt') : 
                if ELE[2] in RefIDGDO : 
                    Noeud_invalide = 1                    
                else : 
                    RefIDGDO.append(ELE[2])  
                    NbDIR = NbDIR +1 
                    LibNoeud_C = ELE[1] 
                    DEP_Noeud_C = ELE[0] 
                    if ELE[4] != None : 
                        NbSEC = NbSEC +1                              
                 
        if DEP_Noeud == 0 : 
            DEP_Noeud = DEP_Noeud_C 
        if LibNoeud == 0 : 
            LibNoeud = LibNoeud_C           
 
        if (DEP_Noeud not in RefDeparts and Noeud_invalide == 0): 
            Noeud_invisible =  Noeud_invisible + 1 
            for ELE_C in ReqResult_ELE : 
                if (ELE_C[3] == 'omt'): 
                    RefIDGDO.remove(ELE_C[2]) 
        Noeud_doublon = Noeud_doublon + Noeud_invalide 
 
        # Calcul de la contribution du noeud OMT si noeud valide      
        if NbSEC == 1 : 
            NbOMT =  0.5 
        elif NbSEC == 2 : 
            NbOMT =  1./3 
        elif NbSEC == 3 : 
            NbOMT = 0.25 
        else : 
            NbOMT = 1 
        NbDIR = NbDIR - NbSEC*0.5 
        NbSEC = NbSEC * 0.5 
       
        if (DEP_Noeud in RefDeparts and Noeud_invalide != 1) : 
            Noeud_valide = Noeud_valide + 1 
            RefDirTC[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)] = RefDirTC[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)] + NbDIR 
            RefSec[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)] = RefSec[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)] + NbSEC 
            RefContrib[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)] = RefContrib[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)] + NbOMT 
            
            # Requête sur les départs reliés aux secours                  
            for SEC in ReqResult_ELE : 
                if SEC[3] == 'omt' : 
                    if SEC[4] != None : 
                        P_SEC = P_SEC + 1 
                        if SEC[0] != DEP_Noeud : 
                            if SEC[0] in RefDeparts: 
                                RefCContrib[RefDeparts.index(SEC[0])] = RefCContrib[RefDeparts.index(SEC[0])] + NbOMT 
                                RefDirTC_C[RefDeparts.index(SEC[0])] = RefDirTC_C[RefDeparts.index(SEC[0])] + 0.5 
                                SEC_sec = SEC_sec +1 
                                
FichS.write(ACR[0]+";"+str(RefCentre[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)])+";"+str(RefSource[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)])+";"+str(RefDepartsLib[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)])+";"+str(
LibNoeud)+";"+str(SEC[1])+";"+str(RefDepartsLib[RefDeparts.index(SEC[0])])+"\n") 
                            else : 
                                RefCContrib[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)] = RefCContrib[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)] + NbOMT 
                                RefDirTC_C[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)] = RefDirTC_C[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)] + 0.5 
                                Pb_SEC_1 =Pb_SEC_1 +1 
                                
FichS.write(ACR[0]+";"+str(RefCentre[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)])+";"+str(RefSource[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)])+";"+str(RefDepartsLib[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)])+";"+str(
LibNoeud)+";"+str(SEC[1])+";"+str(RefDepartsLib[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)])+"\n") 
                        else : 
                            if (SEC[5] != None and SEC[5] in RefDeparts):  
                                RefCContrib[RefDeparts.index(SEC[5])] = RefCContrib[RefDeparts.index(SEC[5])] + NbOMT 
                                RefDirTC_C[RefDeparts.index(SEC[5])] = RefDirTC_C[RefDeparts.index(SEC[5])] + 0.5 
                                SEC_initial = SEC_initial +1 
                                
FichS.write(ACR[0]+";"+str(RefCentre[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)])+";"+str(RefSource[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)])+";"+str(RefDepartsLib[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)])+";"+str(
LibNoeud)+";"+str(SEC[1])+";"+str(RefDepartsLib[RefDeparts.index(SEC[5])])+"\n") 
                            else : 
                                RefCContrib[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)] = RefCContrib[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)] + NbOMT 
                                RefDirTC_C[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)] = RefDirTC_C[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)] + 0.5 
                                Pb_SEC_2 = Pb_SEC_2 +1 
                                
FichS.write(ACR[0]+";"+str(RefCentre[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)])+";"+str(RefSource[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)])+";"+str(RefDepartsLib[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)])+";"+str(
LibNoeud)+";"+str(SEC[1])+";"+str(RefDepartsLib[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)])+"\n") 
                    else : 
                        
FichS.write(ACR[0]+";"+str(RefCentre[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)])+";"+str(RefSource[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)])+";"+str(RefDepartsLib[RefDeparts.index(DEP_Noeud)])+";"+str(
LibNoeud)+";"+str(SEC[1])+";"+str('None')+"\n") 
 
    # Affichage informations                 
    print "\t\tNb d'OMT sans départ existant : " + str(Noeud_invisible) 
    print "\t\tNb de doublons : " + str(Noeud_doublon) 
    print "\t\tNb OMT valides : " + str(Noeud_valide) 
    print "\t\tSur les "+str(P_SEC)+" dir.SEC : Sur DEP_i "+str(SEC_initial)+" ; Sur DEP_f "+str(SEC_sec)+"; Rebouclés " + str(Pb_SEC_1 + Pb_SEC_2) 
    T4 = time.clock() 
    print "\tRecherche OMT terminée en " + str("%.3f" %(T4 - T4_)) + " s"                       
 
    #Ecriture des données 
    print "\tEcriture des données"    
    for k in range (len(RefDeparts)): 
        RefOMT[k]  = RefContrib[k] + RefCContrib[k] 
        RefDirTC[k] = RefDirTC[k] + RefDirTC_C[k] 
        RefSec[k] = RefSec[k] + RefDirTC_C[k] 
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        FichF.write(ACR[0]+";"+str(RefCentre[k])+";"+str(RefSource[k])+";"+str(RefDeparts[k])+";"+str(RefDIDGDO[k])+";"+ 
str(RefDepartsLib[k])+";"+str(RefClients[k])+";"+str(RefPostes[k])+";"+str(RefOMT[k])+";"+str(RefDirTC[k])+";"+str(RefSec[k])+";"+str(RefNbBIE_[k]),) 
        for x in range(6): 
            FichF.write( ";"+str(RefBloc_[k][x]),)                     
        for x in range(27): 
            FichF.write( ";"+str(RefNb_[k][x]),) 
        FichF.write("\n") 
                                  
   # Fin ACR 
    db.close() 
    T5 = time.clock() 
    print Nom_ACR + " terminé en " + str("%.3f" %(T5 - T1)) + " s\n" 
          
# Fin 
T6 = time.clock() 
FichS.close() 
FichF.close() 
print "\nTerminé en "+ str("%.2f" %((T6 - T0)/60)) + " min\n" 

 

6.3. Feeders map of the substation ANTIBES 
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6.4. Case study for the substation ANTIBES 

To identify the potential feeders for RCS upgrade, the method is divided in three sections: 

 RCS counting : Analysis of the actual allocation of RCS for the substation 

 BIE analysis : Features of the outage forms  

 RCS optimization : Reliability of the feeders and related ENS gain thanks to RCS 

upgrade 

The methods have been described in the previous sections of this paper. Results for the 

substation ANTIBES are displayed (feeders upgraded are in red). 

6.4.1. Remote Controlled Sectionalizers counting 

FEEDER                                         

BARRY 1810 0.83 2.5 1.5 2 5 1 0.83 
BORGHESE 1817 0.50 0.5 0.5 1 7 0 0.50 
BRAGUE 1719 1.50 1.5 0.5 2 4 1 0.50 
CX ROUGE 257 0.83 3 1 3 9 1 0.83 
DEGAULLE 2406 1.50 1.5 0.5 2 4 1 0.50 
EIR 7 5562 2.33 2.5 0.5 3 4 2 0.33 
EUCALYPT 2562 2.00 3 1 3 4 1 1.00 
FLORIDA 2623 0.83 4.5 1.5 4 6 2 0.83 
FOURNEL 3100 1.50 2.5 0.5 3 5 1 0.50 

GOLFJUAN 1285 1.83 4 1 4 10 2 0.83 
JARDINS 3324 3.50 9.5 2.5 8 15 3 2.50 
JUAN MER 2133 2.50 3.5 0.5 4 5 2 0.50 
LAUVERT 4765 2.00 4 1 4 9 2 1.00 
LIERRE 3866 2.50 8.5 1.5 8 11 3 1.50 
MONCEAU 4048 3.17 9 2 8 13 4 1.17 
MOULBIOT 3616 2.50 4.5 1.5 4 7 2 1.50 
ORANGE 2051 3.83 5 1 5 20 3 0.83 
PERRAUD 3374 3.17 8.5 1.5 8 17 3 1.17 
PIERREFE 2129 2.00 3 1 3 10 2 1.00 

PORTGOLF 2804 1.83 4 1 4 9 2 0.83 

RABIAC 4818 2.50 4.5 1.5 4 13 2 1.50 
RD POINT 2975 1.33 2.5 0.5 3 4 1 0.33 
REGENT 3751 1.50 4.5 1.5 4 5 2 1.50 
SEMBOULE 2576 2.00 2 1 2 5 1 1.00 
SOLEIL 3582 3.83 5 2 4 5 2 1.83 
VALLAURI 1909 2.50 2.5 0.5 3 12 2 0.50 
ZI CROUT 1303 2.33 5 1 5 8 3 0.33 

ANTIB 2821 2.10 4.11 1.11 4.00 8.4 1.89 0.95 
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6.4.2. Power restoration analysis of outages  

Here are the features of the outages occurring on the substation since June 2008. 

FEEDER               
                   

EUCALYPT 1 1.12 48.47 1.00 934 36.5% 
FLORIDA 1 1.92 126.20 0.00 755 28.8% 
JARDINS 3 3.48 88.17 477.07 688 20.7% 
LAUVERT 2 2.61 122.53 0.00 675 14.2% 

LIERRE 2 4.46 115.86 0.00 512 13.2% 
MOULBIOT 1 5.00 57.15 0.00 1225 33.9% 

ORANGE 3 1.90 81.67 0.33 365 17.8% 

PERRAUD 2 4.07 70.67 0.00 606 18.0% 
PIERREFE 2 3.31 37.72 0.00 929 43.7% 
RABIAC 1 7.72 60.88 0.00 1985 41.2% 

RD POINT 3 1.52 55.55 1.33 1571 52.8% 
REGENT 1 3.28 74.85 6.03 1333 35.5% 

SEMBOULE 3 3.37 64.01 0.00 814 31.6% 
VALLAURI 3 6.44 90.57 135.18 432 22.6% 
ZI CROUT 1 3.72 56.97 0.00 206 15.8% 

ANTIB 29 3.51 77.86 63.75 810 27.5% 

 

It has been decided to use mean values at the “Centre” mesh to have robust values. So all 

outages occurring on the substations of the “Centre” CANNES including ANTIBES are used to 

extract mean values. 

    
  CENTRE Overhead Underground N/A 

CANNES 81 63 84 

 

It is also possible to build the mean restoration curve for outages occurring on the 

substation. 

The equation (9) is used to assess the effects of RCS allocation on power restoration abilities. 

This equation is assumed to be valid at the national scale and is used for all specific studies 

which can be laid down at a regional scale including this case study.  
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6.4.3. Optimal RCS allocation 

Thanks to the mean reliability rate of the Centre “CANNES”, the reliability of each feeder is 

computed through the length of the different line sections with (12).  

    
    CENTRE Overhead Underground N/A 

CANNES 7.35 7.04 4.25 

By using (8) and (14), the reconnected customers thanks to RCS reallocation are computed 

for all the feeders as well as the ENS gain through 10 years for each customer reconnected. 

  
                                   

FEEDER     
     

        0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 

BARRY 49.79 € 96 174 238 289 331 
BORGHESE 80.82 € 111 201 274 334 382 

BRAGUE 48.18 € 69 125 171 208 237 
CX ROUGE 95.27 € 14 25 34 41 47 
DEGAULLE 45.26 € 97 175 239 291 332 

EIR 7 46.71 € 158 286 389 474 542 
EUCALYPT 39.88 € 84 151 206 251 287 
FLORIDA 67.06 € 140 253 345 419 479 
FOURNEL 57.73 € 125 226 308 374 428 

GOLFJUAN 104.06 € 45 81 111 135 154 
JARDINS 162.40 € 58 105 143 174 199 

JUAN MER 51.87 € 56 102 139 169 194 
LAUVERT 96.06 € 155 282 384 467 534 

LIERRE 115.52 € 102 185 252 307 351 
MONCEAU 145.07 € 81 147 200 243 278 
MOULBIOT 79.99 € 96 173 236 287 328 

ORANGE 213.22 € 31 56 77 93 107 
PERRAUD 187.92 € 67 122 167 203 232 
PIERREFE 116.03 € 69 126 171 208 239 

PORTGOLF 104.22 € 98 178 242 294 337 
RABIAC 143.93 € 127 231 315 383 438 

RD POINT 46.36 € 128 232 317 385 441 

REGENT 56.37 € 151 273 373 453 518 
SEMBOULE 54.49 € 84 152 207 252 289 

SOLEIL 55.55 € 54 98 134 163 186 
VALLAURI 143.40 € 51 91 125 152 173 
ZI CROUT 85.11 € 37 67 91 111 127 

 

Then, a numerical optimization is performed for each feeder, by using (15). An optimal RCS 

reallocation is calculated. Only two feeders are concerned regarding the technical and 

economic approach for upgrade. 
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FEEDER      
   

  f(0.5) f(1) f(1.5) f(2) f(2.5) 

PERRAUD 1.5 5 182 € 7 966 € 8 805 € 8 067 € 6 049 € 

RABIAC 0.5 3 344 € 3 219 € 281 € - 4 939 € -12 009 € 

 

This study highlights the efficiency of RCS reallocation on these two feeders.   
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